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After the conclusion of first semester finals, close friends enjoyed the night at Winter Formal held at
the Corinthian Grand Ballroom as the first in-person formal dance in two years
After a bustling semester and finals
week, the Winter Formal provided
a space for students to gather and
unwind. Senior Jana Woo recalls it as
a memorable entry into the winter
season.
“It was nice having it right after
finals,” Woo said. “It was something to
look forward to when studying.”
For Woo and her three close
friends, seniors Ishaani Dayal, Jayanti
Jha and Vaishnavi Suresh, it was
the first major formal event after
quarantine.
“It was something that, for
two years, really, I had not had
an experience like that. I feel like
that’s just like a typical high school
experience that we were stripped
off last year,” Suresh said. “Although I

It was really
awesome to be
able to see the
freshmen there.
In middle school
we had dances, but
they weren’t real
like this, so it was
nice to experience.”
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TO THE BEAT Seniors Marissa Jensen, Lauren Ruckstuhl and Shivali
Tewari dance in a huddle on the ballroom floor. When students
became tired after dancing, they could unwind at the various tables
and booths surrounding the venue. Photo by Matvey Jenssen

It was really nice to
reconnect with friends
and people who I’ve
known for years but
hadn’t hung out a lot
with. That was really
memorable for me,
to reconnect with all
those people.”
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There were people
from other grades,
so it was a good
time to interact and
get introduced to
groups of people who
you would not usually
meet.”

AKIRA
NISHIKAWA

AWAY

HOW WERE YOU ASKED?

I went with my
friend and it was
a last minute plan,
which was fun
because it was really
spontaneous and it
was a nice break.”
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“I’d say I was pretty
surprised. I didn’t know
what’s going on until she
pulled out the poster. I was
definitely clueless.”

WHAT DID YOU DO AT
THE DANCE?

“We kind of just hung out
with our own friends, and
we slow danced together
[which] was nice.”
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BHUVAN
BALAGAR (12)

HOW DID YOU ASK HIM OUT?

“My friend’s the captain of Andaaz, which is an
Indian dance team, so we decided we were gonna
do a little dance flash mob because that’s something
I feel like a lot of people do. We organized it to be
one day during lunch, and it was supposed to be a
surprise. They did a couple minutes of their dance
which they were going to be doing at the Winter
Rally, and then I danced the last two eight counts
because I’m not a good dancer.”

HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH
THE POSTER?

[B] WINTER WALTZ Darya
Pereverzeva (10) and Noah Vin (10)
slow dance in the main ballroom
at the Corinthian as they look into
each other’s eyes amid a backdrop
of dazzling lights and indoor foliage.
Throughout most of the night, the
dance floor was filled with students
dressed in colorful attire, singing
and dancing to the music in chaotic
unison. Photo by Matvey Jenssen

[A]

“He really likes falafel — that was
the inspiration. Benjamin, who’s
a friend, was helping me think
of some — he came up with
‘Let me be the pita to your
Bhuhummus at Winter
Formal.’ The other one [from]
one of my friends [was] ‘Do
you Bhuvanna go to
prom with me?’”

[B]

RATE YOUR DATE?

“The song they played
for the slow dance was
also a song we listen
to, ‘All of Me’ by John
Legend, so I think the
slow dance was a 11
out of 10.”

RIYA RANJAN (12)

And the pandemic, despite its isolation,
brought the four even closer.
“As a friend group, I would say
during the pandemic, it was nice to
have a solid friend group that you
could rely on and [people you can]
hang out with as much as you can,”
Jha said. “And now it’s nice to go into
senior year with a strong friend group
to do lots of fun things with.”
Glamorous experiences like Winter
Formal provide the perfect opportunity
for an exciting time, according to
Suresh.
“We hang out a lot as a group, but
I think school events like that make it
feel fancier,” Suresh said. “So we put
more effort into things that we do and
make them more memorable.”

[A] SWEET TREAT Lia Vorthmann
(12) and Sophia Bokovikova (12)
enjoy warm chocolate in the food
lounge of the Corinthian, picking
from a variety of items to dip,
from ripe strawberries to crumbly
ladyfinger cookies. The chocolate
fondue was the central feature of
the food room at the Winter Formal,
where students enjoyed drinks,
petite desserts, ice cream and an
array of sliced fruit. Photo by Sophia
Cheng

Leadership hosted an Askings Contest where the couple
with the most likes won free tickets to Winter Formal

“After Leadership, my friend who helped Riya took
me to the Rally Court. I was actually about to leave
because I had to go to work. He said, ‘No, please
don’t leave,’ and led me to the Rally Court. Then I
see a group of people there and just one chair,
and he starts dragging me towards the
chair, and I start freaking out. I struggled,
but he eventually got me onto the chair,
and the dancers started dancing. It was
really cool and I started cheering them
on, then I saw Riya come on. She got
the poster. At first I thought it
said ‘I falafel you’ I was like,
‘You want to falafel me?’ I
had to get closer to it, and
I realized.”

HOW DID YOU REACT?
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did not like the music choices much,
I think the effort that Leadership put
into it was amazing. Stepping in there
was super cool.”
Winter Formal was not the only
highlight of the night; the four friends
gathered before and after the dance
to get ready, relax and spend time
together.
“So we got together before formal
to hang out and take pictures at Jana’s
house,” Dayal said. “And a couple of
the girls got their dates and it was fun.
We ate food, took a bunch of pictures
and hung out.”
Woo and Dayal have known each
other for six years, and they met
Suresh and Jha entering high school,
finding a growing friendship in the
stress and bustle of freshman year.

[C]

[D]

[C] GAME ON Madelyn Wu (10)
and Olivia Gao (10) compete in a
game of Pac Man displayed on a
large arcade screen. The game room
at the Corinthian, filled with tables,
various arcade games and a photo
booth, was often bustling with
students enjoying themselves and
lounging on the couches. Photo by
Sophia Cheng
[D] GETTING TOGETHER Cindy
Zou (12) and Marcella Fowlkes (12)
burst out in laughter on the dance
floor amid the music and chatter.
While songs played on loop in the
background, many students were
able to catch up with friends and
peers. Photo by Sophia Cheng
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